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Abstract: With the explosion of online user reviews, review rating prediction has become a research
focus in natural language processing. Existing review rating prediction methods only use a single
model to capture the sentiments of review texts, ignoring users who express the sentiment and
products that are evaluated, both of which have great influences on review rating prediction.
In order to solve the issue, we propose a review rating prediction method based on user context
and product context by incorporating user information and product information into review texts.
Our method firstly models the user context information of reviews, and then models the product
context information of reviews. Finally, a review rating prediction method that is based on user
context and product context is proposed. Our method consists of three main parts. The first part is a
global review rating prediction model, which is shared by all users and all products, and it can be
learned from training datasets of all users and all products. The second part is a user-specific review
rating prediction model, which represents the user’s personalized sentiment information, and can be
learned from training data of an individual user. The third part is a product-specific review rating
prediction model, which uses training datasets of an individual product to learn parameter of the
model. Experimental results on four datasets show that our proposed methods can significantly
outperform the state-of-the-art baselines in review rating prediction.

Keywords: sentiment classification; review texts; user-specific model; product-specific model

1. Introduction

The rapid development of Web 2.0 and e-commerce has led to a proliferation in the number
of online user reviews. Online reviews contain a wealth of sentiment information that is important
for many decision-making processes, such as personal consumption decisions, commodity quality
monitoring, and social opinion mining. Mining the sentiment and opinions that are contained in
online reviews has become an important topic in natural language processing, machine learning,
and Web mining.

The sentiment classification of online reviews is the most fundamental and important work
in natural language processing [1,2]. At present, the review sentiment classification (positive and
negative) has been widely studied, but the review sentiment classification cannot meet the demand
for fine-grained review sentiment analysis [3–7]. For example, how do consumers choose the most
appropriate product from several products that are being reviewed? Horrigand’s research shows
that consumers are willing to pay an extra 20% to 99% to buy a five-star rated product instead of a
four-star rated one [8]. This shows that the nuances of product ratings can lead to dramatic changes
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in product sales. In public opinion monitoring, the government not only wants to understand the
positive and negative sentiment categories of the reviews, but also wants to further understand the
positive and negative sentiment intensity to distinguish the urgency of public opinion events and
take different measures. As a result, researchers are paying more and more attention to review rating
predictions (RRP).

Existing RRP methods are mainly based on the review content. From the perspective of natural
language processing, the review content is converted into a text feature vector, and then a linear
regression model is used to model the RRP [9–13]. For example, Qu et al. regarded the RRP as a
feature engineering problem, and improved the performance of RRP by extracting different features,
such as words, lexical patterns, syntactic structures, and semantic topics from the review content [10].
Zhang et al. used deep CNN on word embedding to learn the features of reviews, which are then fed
into a softmax layer to obtain sentiment predictions [13].

Existing RRP methods that are based on review content have an implicit hypothesis: the sentiment
polarity and intensity expressed by the same sentiment words is consistent, and the sentiment polarity
and intensity expressed by different sentiment words is different. However, this implicit assumption
does not hold in the actual scenario. For example, a demanding user gave a five-point rating to the
Huawei mobile phone with the sentiment word “good”, while another tolerant user might give a
four-star rating with the same sentiment word “good”. Different users use same sentiment words
to express different sentiment intensity, which reflects the user context of sentiment word is very
important to RRP. For another example, the sentiment word “simple” in the review “this movie is
simple” expresses negative sentiment. While in the review “this phone is simple to use”, it expresses
positive sentiment. For different products, the same sentiment words are used to express different
sentiment polarities, which reflect the product context of sentiment word has a certain impact on RRP.
Through the above analysis, it can be found that RRP is not only related to the review text content,
but is also related to the user context information and the product context information.

Some studies have shown that user context information is an important data source for online
review rating prediction [14–17]. Wang et al. believe that the rating is not entirely determined by the
review content, because a demanding user may comment on all products with harsh words, even
if he gives a very high rating to the product [14]. Some researchers believe that product context
information is another important data source for online review rating prediction. Tang et al. believe
that a product has a collection of product-specific words suited to evaluate it [15]. For example,
people prefer using “sleek” and “stable” to evaluate a smartphone, while like to use “wireless” and
“mechanical” to evaluate a keyboard. Wu et al. believe that the same words may have different or
even opposite sentiment meanings in the reviews of different products [16]. For example, “easy” is a
positive sentiment in “this digital camera is easy to use”, however, it may have a negative sentiment
meaning in “the ending of this movie is easy to guess”.

The main problem with the existing RRP methods that are based on review content is that the
user context dependency and product context dependency of the sentiment word cannot be processed
very well based only on the review content information. So, we propose a review rating prediction
method based on user context and product context (RRP + UC + PC). Our method firstly models the
user context dependency of sentiment word, and it proposes a review rating prediction method that
combines the review content and the user context. Then, the product context dependency of sentiment
words is modeled, and a review rating prediction method based on review content and product context
is proposed. Finally, a review rating prediction method that is based on user context and product
context is proposed.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

(1) We propose a review rating prediction method based on user context and product context.
(2) Aiming at the problem of user context dependency of sentiment words, a review rating the

prediction method based on review content and user context is proposed. Aiming at the problem
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of product context dependency of sentiment words, we proposed a review rating prediction
method based on review content and product context.

(3) We conduct comprehensive experiments on four large-scale datasets for RRP. We find that our
methods significantly outperform the state-of-the-art baselines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we describe the related works in Section 2.
Our methods are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe experimental setup and discuss the
performance evaluation results. Section 5 concludes the paper and it outlines future research directions.

2. Related Work

2.1. RRP Based on Review Content

Existing RRP methods mostly focused on review content to mine the sentiment information [10,18–20].
Pang and Lee proposed and studied the RRP problem (the score is generally divided into 1 to 5
points) [18]. Since the ratings have a certain order, the RRP are generally formatted as regression
problems. Pang and Lee used SVM regression model and SVM multi-classifier (one-to-many strategy),
respectively, for sentiment prediction. The experimental results show that SVM regression model
shows better performance than SVM multi-classifier in RRP. Because the numerical score is not a
classification attribute value, the classification model is not as effective as the regression model.

Qu et al. proposed a bag-of-opinions review text representation model that is different from the
traditional bag-of-words text representation model, and then obtained the sentiment phrases through
the bag-of-opinions review text representation model [10]. Each viewpoint is represented as a triple,
which is a sentiment word, a modifier, and a negative word (such as in “not very good”, “good” is a
sentiment word, “very” is a modifier, and “not” is negative word). For the sentiment classification
that only requires positive and negative tendencies, the modifier does not play a key role, but in RRP,
both the modifier and the negative word play an important role. In a labeled domain-independent
corpus (from multiple domains), a constrained ridge regression model is firstly used to learn each
viewpoint feature (sentiment intensity and score), and then extend the traditional unigrams feature
through viewpoint features to achieve RRP.

There are also some researches based on review content that take into account the reviewers and
items information [14,19]. Wang et al. believe that the rating is not entirely determined by the review
content, because a tolerant user may comment on all items with positive words, even if he give a lower
rating to the item [14]. Following the work of [14], a method of incorporating user and item into review
content is proposed in [19]. Li et al. takes into account the information of user and item when mining
the review content, and uses tensor factorization to learn the parameters of the regression model and
achieve RRP.

2.2. Missing Rating Prediction in User-Item Rating Matrix

A study that is relevant to RRP is the missing rating prediction for the user-item rating matrix in
the recommendation system. The difference between RRP and the missing rating prediction in the
user-item rating matrix is that the RRP is based on the review information published by the user to
predict the review rating; and the missing rating prediction in the user-item rating matrix is based
on history rating that is written by users in the user-item rating matrix to predict the missing rating.
Two different types of rating prediction studies are used to achieve rating prediction from different
perspectives. Therefore, the prediction method of missing rating in the user-item rating matrix has
important reference significance for RRP.

The missing rating prediction methods for the user-item rating matrix in the recommendation
system mainly include: K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and matrix factorization (MF). KNN-based rating
prediction mainly includes a method that is based on user similarity and method based on item
similarity [21,22]. The key idea of KNN-based method is to calculate the similarity between users
based on the user-item rating matrix information, and then predict the target user’s missing rating on
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the item by the history rating of the K users with the highest similarity to the target user. The idea of
KNN-based method is similar to that while using the user similarity method, except that the user is
replaced by an item. The key idea of MF is to project users and items into a shared latent factor space,
and then models interactions between users and items with the inner item of latent factor vectors of
users and items [23,24].

2.3. Review-Based Recommendation

When the user-item rating matrix is sparse, the recommendation performance will be significantly
reduced. Therefore, some research work considers review content information to improve missing
rating predictions in user-item rating matrix. The effectiveness of using review content information
in the recommendation has been extensively discussed and demonstrated in many existing
studies [13,25–27].

While considering user review content information, some research works generate latent factors
for users and items by integrating topic models in the collaborative filtering framework [28–33]. One of
the early studies of using review content to improve missing rating predictions in a user-item rating
matrix was proposed in [34]. This work found that reviews often include information, such as price,
service, positive, or negative sentiments that can be used for missing rating predictions in use-item
rating matrix. Hidden factors as topics were proposed to discover potential aspects from item or user
reviews using topic model in [30]. This approach achieved significant improvements over models that
only use user-item ratings matrix or review content.

Existing review-based recommendation methods predict the missing ratings in the user-item
rating matrix from the history of review texts written by a user. While in our paper, we mainly study
the rating prediction of an existing review. Existing review-based recommendation methods provide a
common RRP recommendation model for all the users. In contrast, our approach builds a user-specific
and product-specific review rating prediction model for each user and each product.

3. RRP Based on User Context and Product Context

3.1. Problem Description

Suppose there is an online review site that contains N items and M users. The M users have
published T reviews and corresponding ratings on N items. Our goal is how to effectively predict the
rating of reviews by using review content information. That is, we want to find a function f : input of
the function f is review content; the output of the function f is review rating.

3.2. RRP Method Based on Review Content and User Context

The review content is the most important source of information for RRP. The existing RRP methods
that are based on review content mainly use a vector space model to represent the review content,
and then implement RRP through a linear regression model. Specifically, user u has posted a review
rui on the item i. The existing RRP function based on the review content is as followed:

v̂ui = wTrui (1)

Here, v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w is the parameters of the function; and, rui is
the vector representation of review content.

Due to the differences in sentiment expression of different users in online social media, the general
RRP model built for all users cannot accurately understand the special sentiment expression of each
user. It is the most intuitive method to design a personalized RRP method for each user by using the
personal review content published by each user in the online social media. However, in online social
media, the personal review data published by a single user is usually very limited. Therefore, based on
the personal review data alone, it is impossible to accurately train a RRP model for each user.
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Psychology and sociology studies have shown that, although online users express their sentiments
in a personalized way, different online users share many of the same sentiment expressions [35].
For example, “happy” and “good” are often used to express the positive sentiment among different
users. Therefore, making full use of the shared sentiment information between different users can help
to solve the problem of insufficient data for a single user.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a RRP model that is based on the review content and user
context. In order to model the sentiment commonality of different users and sentiment personality of
individual user, the RRP model is decomposed into two components, a common one and a user-specific
one. The common part is shared by all users to characterize the sentiment information shared by
different users and to use all user data for training. The user-specific part is unique to each user and
it is used to characterize each user’s specific sentiment expression and to use a single user’s data
for learning.

Specifically, user u has posted a review rui on the item i. The RRP model based on the review
content and user context is as followed:

v̂ui = (w + wu)
Trui (2)

Here, v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w and wu are the common and user-specific
parameters in RRP model; and, rui is the vector representation of review content.

To calculate the parameter vector w and wu, given the training data set and, we use the least
squares error loss principle to minimize the objective function in training data set.

min
w,wu

∑
trainsets

(vui − (w + wu)
Trui)

2
+ λ

(
‖w‖2 + ‖wu‖2

)
(3)

Here, λ is the regular coefficient, ||w|| and ||wu|| are the regular term of the parameter vector
w and wu. To estimate the parameter vector w and wu, we use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm
to solve this optimization problem. We use the following update rules to learn the parameters w
and wu.

w← w + η(εuirui − λw) (4)

wu ← wu + η(εuirui − λwu) (5)

Here, εui = vui − (w + wu)
Trui, η is learning rate. After getting w and wu, given reviews in test

datasets, we can use v̂ui = (w + wu)
Trui to predict the review rating.

3.3. RRP Based on Review Content and Product Context

Due to the differences in sentiment expression of different products in reviews, the general RRP
model that is built for all products cannot accurately understand the special sentiment expression of
each product. It is the most intuitive method to design a personalized RRP method for each product
by using the personal review content published for each product. However, the personal review data
published for a single product is usually very limited. Therefore, based on the personal review data
alone, it is impossible to accurately train a RRP model for each product.

Although each product has its own unique sentiment expression, different products have many
identical sentiment expressions. For example, general sentiment words such as “perfect”, “excellent”,
and “bad” often express a constant sentiment tendency in different products. Therefore, making full
use of the shared sentiment information between different products can help to solve the problem of
insufficient data for a single product.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a RRP model based on the review content and product
context. In order to model the sentiment commonality of different products and sentiment specific
of individual product, the RRP model is decomposed into two components, a common one and
a product-specific one. The common part is shared by all products to characterize the sentiment
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information shared by different products and to use all product data for training. The product-specific
part is unique to each product and it is used to characterize each product-specific sentiment expression
and to use a single product’s data for learning.

Specifically, user u has posted a review rui on the item i. The RRP model that is based on the
review content and product context is as followed:

v̂ui = (w + wi)
Trui (6)

Here, v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w and wi are the common and product-specific
parameters in RRP model; and, rui is the vector representation of review content.

To calculate the parameter vector w and wi, given the training data set and, we use the least
squares error loss principle to minimize the objective function in training data set.

min
w,wi

∑
trainsets

(vui − (w + wi)
Trui)

2
+ λ

(
‖w‖2 + ‖wi‖2

)
(7)

Here, λ is the regular coefficient, ||w|| and ||wi|| are the regular term of the parameter vector
w and wi. To estimate the parameter vector w and wi, we use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm
to solve this optimization problem. We use the following update rules to learn the parameters w
and wi.

w← w + η(εuirui − λw) (8)

wi ← wi + η(εuirui − λwi) (9)

Here, εui = vui − (w + wi)
Trui, η is learning rate. After getting w and wi, given reviews in test

datasets, we can use v̂ui = (w + wi)
Trui to predict the review rating.

3.4. RRP Based on User Context and Product Context

In Section 3.1, we present our research goals through a toy example. In Section 3.2, we present
a RRP model based on the review content and user context. In Section 3.3, we present a RRP model
that is based on the review content and product context. In this part, we propose a RRP method
based on user context and product context by integrating the user context information and the product
context information.

v̂ui = (w + wu + wi)
Trui (10)

Here, v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w, wu, wi are the common, user-specific and
product-specific parameters in RRP model; and, rui is the vector representation of review content.

In order to get optimum parameters w, wu, wi, given training datasets available, we use the least
square error loss principle to minimize the objective function.

min
w,wu ,wi

∑
trainsets

(vui − (w + wu + wi)
Trui)

2
+ λ

(
‖w‖2 + ‖wu‖2 + ‖wi‖2

)
(11)

Here, λ is the regular coefficient, ||w||, ||wu||, and ||wi|| are the regular term of the
parameter. To estimate the parameter w, wu, and wi, we use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm to
solve this optimization problem. We use the following update rules to learn the parameters w, wu,
and wi.

w← w + η(εuirui − λw) (12)

wu ← wu + η(εuirui − λwu) (13)

wi ← wi + η(εuirui − λwi) (14)

Here, εui = vui− (w + wu + wi)
Trui, η is learning rate. After getting w, wu, and wi, given reviews

in test datasets, we can use v̂ui = (w + wu + wi)
Trui to predict the review rating.
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4. Experiments and Evaluations

We have performed extensive experiments on a variety of datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our methods when compared to other state-of-the-art RRP method. We first introduce the datasets
and the evaluation metric used in our experiments in Section 4.1. Experimental settings and research
problem are given in Section 4.2. Performance evaluation and some analysis of the model are discussed
in Sections 4.3–4.5, respectively.

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metric

In order to evaluate the performance of our methods, we respectively implement our experiments
on English data sets and Chinese data sets. We have selected two public English data sets Yelp 2013
and Yelp 2014, which is a large-scale dataset consisting of restaurant reviews (https://www.yelp.
com/dataset/challenge). On the Chinese dataset, we constructed two Douban movie review datasets
because there is no suitable public dataset in Chinese.

Douban (http://www.douban.com/) is a popular Chinese review site where users can post
comments on movies, books and music and give a 1 to 5 star rating. Through the API interface that is
provided by Douban, we download the Douban movie user information and then sort the Douban
movie users according to the number of published reviews. We selected film users who have published
more than 50 movie reviews as seeds. Focusing on the movie users, through the Douban API interface,
grab the movie reviews published by Douban movie users. Based on the captured Douban data,
two movie review data sets were constructed. The statistics of the four datasets are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistical Information of Yelp 2014, Yelp 2013, and Two Douban Movie Review Datasets.

Datasets #Users #Reviews #Items #Reviews/User #Reviews/Product

Douban 1 1476 22,593 3041 15.31 7.43
Douban 2 1079 13,858 2087 12.84 6.64
Yelp 2014 4818 231,163 4194 47.97 55.12
Yelp 2013 1631 78,966 1633 48.42 48.36

We use mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) as evaluation indicators
to evaluate the performance of different RRP methods. MAE and RMSE are defined, as follows:

MAE =
∑

testsets
|v̂ui − vui|

Ntotal
(15)

RMSE =

√√√√ ∑
testsets

(v̂ui − vui)
2

Ntotal
(16)

Here, v̂ui is the review rating predicted by various methods, vui is the true rating of the review in
the test set, and Ntotal is the number of reviews in the test set.

4.2. Experimental Settings and Research Questions

We divided each dataset shown in Table 1 into two parts: training set and test set. We use 80% of
each dataset as the training set and the rest is used as the test set. All of the hyper-parameters of our
methods are selected based on the performance on the training set. For comparison, we summarize
our proposed models and baseline methods as follows.

• LR + global: RRP method based on linear regression trained and tested on all users and products.
• LR + global + UPF: We extract user features [36] and corresponding product features (denoted as

UPF) from training data, and concatenate them with the features in baseline LR + global.

https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
http://www.douban.com/
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• LR + individual + product: RRP method based on linear regression trained and tested on
individual product.

• LR + individual + user: RRP method based on linear regression trained and tested on
individual user.

• KNN: RRP method based on k-nearest neighbor.
• MF: RRP method based on matrix factorization.
• RRP + UC: RRP method based on review content and user context.
• RRP + PC: RRP method based on review content and product context.
• RRP + UC + PC: RRP method based on user context and product context.

By combining the review content, user context and product context information, we propose a
RRP method based on user context and product context. To analyze the performance of our method and
the factors that affect the performance of our method, on the four datasets, we did three experiments
to answer the following three questions:

(1) Whether our method performance is better than the benchmark method.
(2) The impact of the number of reviews per user and reviews for each product on our methods
(3) The impact of user context and product context on our methods.

4.3. Performance Comparison of Different Methods

To verify the performance of our method, we compared our method and six benchmark methods
on four different datasets. The RRP results of nine different methods are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) of Six Different Methods in
Four Datasets.

Datasets Douban1 Douban1 Douban2 Douban2 Yelp2014 Yelp2014 Yelp2013 Yelp2013

Metric MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

KNN 1.0659 1.4547 1.0626 1.4271 0.7112 0.9993 0.6987 0.9856
MF 0.8341 1.0653 0.8056 1.0387 0.5132 0.8146 0.4871 0.8042

LR + global 0.8477 1.1008 0.8277 1.0741 0.5686 0.8985 0.5623 0.8931
LR + global + UPF 0.8365 1.0681 0.8154 1.0684 0.5305 0.8606 0.5225 0.8334

LR + individual+product 0.8431 1.0909 0.8231 1.0702 0.5589 0.8884 0.5526 0.8736
LR + individual + use 0.8370 1.0703 0.8124 1.0645 0.5383 0.8682 0.5324 0.8533

RRP + PC 0.8325 1.0542 0.8170 1.0513 0.5252 0.8523 0.5062 0.8114
RRP + UC 0.8216 1.0391 0.8081 1.0282 0.5158 0.8326 0.4961 0.8024

RRP + RC + PC 0.8111 0.9899 0.7803 0.9794 0.4841 0.7946 0.4652 0.7441

On four different datasets, our approach reduced the MAE and RMSE of the RRP and achieved
better performance than the six benchmark methods. Both the RMSE of global methods, such as LR
+ global and LR + global + UPF, and those of individual methods, such as LR + individual + user
and LR + individual + product, are higher than our method. This is because the global methods fail
to capture the individuality of each user and product, and the individual methods suffer from data
sparseness. Our approach can outperform both the global and individual methods because our method
can capture individuality of user and product, and at the same time, exploit the common knowledge
shared by different users and products to handle data sparseness problem.

In addition, our approach performs better than the KNN and MF method. It indicates that our
method is a more appropriate way to RRP than KNN and MF. For example, the RMSE of RRP + UC +
PC is reduced by 5.71% ((1.0387 − 0.9794)/1.0387) when compared to MF, which is the best method in
baselines in Douban2. The RMSE of RRP + UC + PC is reduced by 7.47% ((0.8042 − 0.7441)/0.8042)
compared to MF, which is the best method in baselines in Yelp 2013.

The experimental results show that RRP + UC + PC can improve the performance of the RRP.
This is because RRP is not only related to the review text content, but also related to user context and
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product context. By combining the user context and product context information, the performance of
the RRP is improved to some extent.

From Table 2, we can find a very interesting result. In douban1 and douban2 datasets, the
MAE of RRP + UC + PC is only reduced by 4.32% ((0.8477 − 0.8111)/0.8477) and 5.73% ((0.8277 −
0.7803)/0.8277) as compared to LR. However, in yelp2014 and yelp2013 datasets, the MAE of RRP
+ UC + PC is reduced by 14.86% ((0.5686 − 0.4841)/0.5686) and 17.27% ((0.5623 − 0.4652)/0.5623)
compared to LR. This is because the number of reviews per user and reviews for each product in yelp
datasets are much larger than the number of reviews per user and reviews for each product in the
douban datasets.

4.4. The Impact of the Number of Reviews Per User and Reviews for Each Product on Our Methods

In order to further research the impact of the number of reviews per user and reviews for each
product on our methods. We hope to answer two questions through experiments. First, increasing the
number of reviews per user can benefit each user’s personalized RRP. Second, increasing the number
of reviews per product can benefit the personalized RRP for each product.

To study the impact of number of reviews per user on our proposed approach, in the experiment,
we selected P% reviews for each user to train RRP + UC. The value of P varies from 10 to 100 at
intervals of 10. The experimental results on the yelp2013 datasets are shown in Figure 1. The results
of the RRP + LR + individual + user and RRP + LR + global methods are also shown in Figure 1 as a
baseline method for comparison.
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Figure 1. Impacts of Number of Reviews Per User on MAE of Our Methods in Yelp2013 Datasets.

From Figure 1, we can see that, as the number of reviews per user increases, the MAE of our
proposed method and baseline methods are decreasing. This result is because as the number of reviews
per user increases, more information is used in the training process of RRP, thus helping to learn a more
accurate RRP method. In addition, the effects of our method proposed in this paper can be better than
the LR + individual + user and LR + global methods in different training text sizes. This is because the
LR + global approach does not capture the personalized sentiment expression of each user, while the
LR + individual + user approach faces the challenge of data sparsity. In addition, the performance of
our proposed method becomes more apparent than the LR + individual method when the number of
training texts per user is reduced.

However, compared with the LR + global method, our method fluctuates more with the change
of the number of reviews per user. Our method is more sensitive to the training data than, and not as
stable as, the LR + global method.
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To study the impact of reviews for each product on our proposed approach, in the experiment,
we selected P% reviews for each product to train RRP + PC. The value of P varies from 10 to 100 at
intervals of 10. The experimental results on the yelp2013 datasets are shown in Figure 2. The results
of the LR + individual + product and LR + global methods are also shown in Figure 2 as a baseline
method for comparison. From Figure 2, we can get a conclusion similar to Figure 1.
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4.5. The Impact of User Context and Product Context on Our Methods

To evaluate the impact of user context and product context on RRP, we separately remove user
context and product context from RRP + UC + PC and conducted comparative experiments on four
datasets. The experimental results of the four datasets are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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From Figure 3, we can find the MAE of RRP + UC + PC is greatly improved when the user context
information is removed compared to the removal of the product context. For example, when the
user context information is removed, the MAE of RRP + UC + PC is increased by 4.49% ((0.8170
− 0.7803)/0.8170) in the douban2 datasets. However, when the product context information is
removed, the MAE of RRP + UC + PC is only increased by 3.44% ((0.8081 − 0.7803)/0.8081) in the
douban2 datasets.

From Figure 4, we can get the same result. We find the RMSE of RRP + UC + PC is greatly
improved when the user context information is removed as compared to the removal of the product
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context. For example, when the user context information is removed, the MAE of RRP + UC + PC is
increased by 8.29% ((0.8114 − 0.7441)/0.8114) in the yelp 2013 datasets. However, when the product
context information is removed, the MAE of RRP + UC + PC is only increased by 7.27% ((0.8024 −
0.7441)/0.8024) in yelp2013 datasets.
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The experimental results on four different datasets show that user contexts are more effective than
product contexts in RRP. This is because the user context information contains not only user-special
words, but also user’s personal sentiment bias.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a new RRP method that is based on the user context and product
context. More specifically, in order to solve problem of existing RRP methods based on review
content, considering the user personalized information and product context information, which are
useful to predict rating of review, we propose a RRP method based user context and product context.
Experimental results on four datasets show that our proposed methods have more performance than
the state-of-the-art baselines in RRP.

Existing review rating prediction methods only use a single model to capture the sentiment of
review texts. Our method respectively considers affection of user and product on reviews content in
capturing the sentiment of review texts. However, our method does not regarding common affection
of user and product on review texts in capturing the sentiment of review texts. Regardless of existing
methods or our method, only the review content information is modelled in RRP. In the future, in order
to address these issues, we will firstly model together affection of user context and product context
on reviews texts, incorporating the user-product-specific model into our method to further improve
the performance of RRP. At the same time, we will use user and product context information as the
attention mechanism of the neural network model to adjust the weighting coefficient of the global
model, user-specific model, product-specific model, and user-product-specific model in our proposed
future method.
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